












For the West to win the Cold War, the cultural front had to be fought. Intelligence agencies, such as the Information Research Department in Great Britain and the Central Intelligence Agency in the United States, played a pivotal role in this cultural Cold War.​[1]​ The Manichaean struggle with communism for the allegiance of citizens was conducted at the domestic level as well as on the global stage. Cold War crusaders enlisted a broad range of foot soldiers. Actors, playwrights, writers, journalists, filmmakers, musicians and publishers were either mobilised, pressured or volunteered to participate in this crusade for cultural supremacy. But there was resistance. Each of these groups contained individuals who were sympathetic to communism or Left causes, and refused to conform. Here, the role of the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) became central. It monitored, infiltrated, intimidated, provided incriminating information to loyalty boards and Congressional committees, used legions of informers, and amassed hundreds of thousands of files on recalcitrant radicals. The goal, more often than not, was to blacklist. The loss of employment or the erosion of income deprived activists in cultural spheres from their capacity to influence. 

The historiography of the blacklist is uneven. There have been innumerable scholarly studies and personal memoirs concerning blacklisting during the McCarthyist era, particularly in the entertainment industry.​[2]​ But there are only two works that refer to the blacklisting of writers, and only one mentions the subject of this paper, Howard Fast.​[3]​ There is no discussion of the processes or consequences of the blacklisting of Fast’s books in a critical biography, since none exists.​[4]​ This paper will therefore focus for the first time on the blacklisting experience of Fast. The period examined will be 1947 to 1958, when Fast’s literary reputation in the United States plummeted, along with the sales of his books.​[5]​ The paper will examine four different instances of blacklisting and evaluate the consequences – personal and political – on Fast’s life.

“The Books Are Burning” 
It started in February 1947, eight months before film industry professionals – who were to become “The Hollywood Ten” – were summonsed to appear before the House Committee on Un-American Activities (HUAC). On 4 February the nine-member Board of Superintendents of New York City (NYC), the highest administrative unit of the public school system, recommended unanimously to the Board of Education that Howard Fast’s popular novel of the American Revolution, Citizen Tom Paine, be removed from all secondary schools.​[6]​ The novel, first published in 1943, had already sold over a million copies, in 1944-46 was distributed to both American servicemen abroad in the Armed Services Editions and to citizens of liberated countries by the Office of War Information (OWI), and was now on the ‘approved list’ for all New York public school libraries.​[7]​  Although the associate superintendent responsible for the high school division, Dr Frederic Ernst, admitted he had neither read the book, nor even consecutive pages, but only pages selected for him with marked passages, he believed that Citizen Tom Paine was “vulgar” and “unfit” to be read by children.​[8]​ Ernst told a reporter he was “proud” of the way he was protecting the city’s youth from “objectionable” literature.​[9]​ The reaction was quick and robust. A NYC radical councillor termed the superintendents’ decision a case of “witch-burning”, “un-American censorship” and a “cheap insult to one of America’s greatest novelists”.​[10]​ Two playwrights, Arthur Miller and Marc Connelly, publically condemned the decision, Miller maintaining that the novel was “a proud addition to any patriotic library”, and Connelly that it “communicates Americanism at its very best”. Charles Duell, on behalf of the book’s publisher, Duell, Sloan & Pearce, was mystified by the charge of “purple passages” and advised protesting citizens to write letters to the publisher for use in future legal action.​[11]​ Three separate petitions signed by seven authors, eleven book publishers and sixteen workers from the Howard Clothing Company, were sent to the president of the Board of Education, A.G. Clauson.​[12]​ The Association of Teachers of Social Studies warned that judging a book on the basis of isolated passages could mean the rejection of “a large proportion of classics”.​[13]​ This was a foretaste of the storm that broke three weeks later. 

At its scheduled monthly meeting on 26 February, the Board of Education came to item number 57485: consideration of the superintendents’ recommendation.​[14]​ It was not a typical meeting, for there were also 200 spectators crowding into the Brooklyn boardroom. Eleven of them took the floor to persuade the Board to reverse the earlier decision. We can assume that these witnesses were close to the Communist Party (CP), since each represented an organisation sympathetic to the Party: American Labor Party, Civil Rights Congress, Congress of American Women, National Lawyers’ Guild, Progressive Citizens of America, Teachers’ Union, and Local 18, United Office and Professional Workers of America. At one point, a Board member, James Marshall, stated: “I think we are here to hear people, not to be cross-examined by them”.​[15]​ All their arguments – which revolved around censorship, free speech, incipient fascism and other books on the approved list that, allegedly, were far more objectionable than Fast’s book​[16]​ – proved fruitless. The president of the Board was dismissive: “there has been a great deal of ‘Wolf, wolf’ cried here. Or perhaps I should say a lot of political hypochondria, with a cry of ‘Paine, Paine’”. By a 6-1 vote the Board upheld the superintendents’ recommendation. The Manhattan representative, George Timone, gave the fullest account of concerns about the book, calling it “improper, indecent, lewd and lascivious”.​[17]​ On the other hand, the sole dissenter, the Board’s Brooklyn representative, Maximilian Moss, stated that because “I have considered the book as a whole, in its entirety”, the objectionable passages are “quickly forgotten” by the overall effect of the book and by “the emphasis by Tom Paine on the dignity of man”.​[18]​ He quoted from several passages to demonstrate that defence of dignity. 

The longest and most serious offending passage in Citizen Tom Paine was half a page long. It concerned the sale of a young woman at a Philadelphia slave market. It illustrated Paine’s profound revulsion with such human trafficking. Fast describes how the execrable auctioneer, Miles Hennisy (“one of the greatest slave callers of his day”), generated interest in the sale by emphasizing the slave’s virginity and her physical features: “Her blood is royal, and as for her mind, already she speaks enough of the King’s tongue to make herself understood. Her breasts are like two Concord grapes, her behind like the succulent hams of a suckling pig. I start the bidding at fifty pounds…”. Hennisy ripped off the blanket to reveal her nakedness when the bidding reached eighty pounds. The girl was “frightened and shivering”.​[19]​ The overall historical context of this scene, or its role in the development of Paine’s character, or the way in which Fast contrived the reader to identify with Paine’s revulsion, was of no interest to the Board of Education, only its “vulgar” content that made it unfit for secondary school students. 

Although it is possible that the nine members of the Board of Superintendents and five of the six members of the Board of Education were sufficiently outraged by their selective reading of “purple” passages of Fast’s historical novel to ban it, it is equally plausible that morality cloaked ideology. The previous year Fast had been served with a subpoena, appeared before HUAC, refused to cooperate and was cited for contempt.​[20]​ As a member of the Executive Board of the Joint Anti-Fascist Refugee Committee (JAFRC), which declined to surrender its financial records to HUAC, Fast had taken the first steps that eventually led to Mill Point federal penitentiary, where he spent three months in 1950. In February 1947 indictment proceedings against the JAFRC commenced, and these were reported in the New York Times.​[21]​ It is possible, then, that the legal proceedings against Fast and what then seemed his imminent imprisonment, may have colored or emboldened the decision to remove his book.​[22]​ The poet and anthologist, Louis Untermeyer, certainly thought so: “I cannot get myself to believe that the reason given is anything but an excuse”.​[23]​ The Daily Worker was more explicit: “The Board of Superintendents had a political motive, and a pretty shabby one at that…to frighten teachers and writers with progressive views”.​[24]​ Although this, most likely, was far-fetched, the issue soon became political.  The president of the anti-communist American Writers Association, Rupert Hughes, urged the Board to “not yield to a propaganda drive”,​[25]​ while in a remarkable letter to Untermeyer, its executive secretary, Edna Lonigan, wrote:

The sale of Fast’s book has been built up by a powerful political “apparat” using all the techniques which could be used to slant the sale of books in his favor… In addition, the book is acknowledged to be a carrier of political propaganda favoring institutions that are hostile to American political freedom and designed to create hostility among American citizens.​[26]​

Presumably, private publishers, such as Macmillan, Harcourt and Brace, did not belong to this political “apparat”: each quickly moved to delete Fast’s anthologies, short stories and excerpts from his novels from current school readers. Like the airbrushing of Trotsky from Soviet photographs, Fast had disappeared from these reissued textbooks. At least in the mainstream, Howard Fast was becoming a non-person.​[27]​ School principals, meanwhile, confronted the problem of how to dispose of Citizen Tom Paine. Board regulations stipulated that outworn textbooks be burned, but for a banned novel, there was no precedent.​[28]​ 

“The Books Are Burning” was the rallying cry given to a protest meeting to support Howard Fast at New York’s Manhattan Center on 16 October 1947.​[29]​ Employing typical Communist Party hyperbole of the period, posters exclaimed that “The tools of fascism are being put to work in America NOW … Witch hunts, Book Burnings, Thought Control”. Organized by New Masses and Mainstream, it was chaired by Fast’s close friend, Untermeyer, and featured speeches by, inter alia, musician Artie Shaw, lawyer O. John Rogge, playwright Arthur Miller, publisher Angus Cameron (of whom more below) and writer Shirley Graham. It was reported only by the Daily Worker.​[30]​ This was to become symptomatic of the public isolation and detachment from the “masses and mainstream” that Fast experienced over the next decade.

“Under Sentence”
If 1947 opened with Fast not being read, it closed with Fast not being heard. After he and the entire executive board of the Joint Anti-Fascist Refugee Committee was sentenced to jail on 27 June and a series of legal appeals were initiated, Fast was invited by various student organizations to speak at campuses. One by one, the administrations of universities and colleges refused permission. The first was Columbia University, and its Provost, Albert C. Jacobs, invoked “university practice” of barring Fast because he was “under sentence”. “Any man”, he clarified, “who is not under sentence or indictment can speak at Columbia”. The college paper, Columbia Daily Spectator, editorialized that this was “dubious”.​[31]​ The fact that Columbia also barred Fast in November 1950, after his sentence had been served, confirms the spurious rationale.​[32]​ Moreover, another JAFRC Board member, Professor Lyman Bradley of New York University (NYU), also under the same sentence, had been permitted to speak at different colleges. One of these, Brooklyn College, used the same justification as Columbia, and City College of New York and Hunter College followed suit. Fast had been invited by the Karl Marx Society at City College to speak on “Marxism and Literature”. The dean of administration at City College, Dr John J. Theobald, also barred Arnold Johnson, a CP leader, who was to speak before the Tom Paine Club, but on different grounds – that he represented an organization listed by the Attorney General as subversive. The American Civil Liberties Union quickly reminded the president of City College that “no proper relation exits between the Attorney General’s blacklist…and the standards for selecting speakers to college groups”. At each of these colleges, protest rallies attended by hundreds of students were held, but all in vain. Even an attempt to circumvent the ban, by successfully booking the auditorium at Midwood High School, adjacent to Brooklyn College, was overruled by the Board of Education.​[33]​

Then, in a move that astonished both supporters and opponents of Howard Fast, NYU opened its doors. The Dean of Washington Square College of Arts and Science, Thomas C. Pollock, granted permission to Fast to address a meeting of the Young Progressive Citizens of America on 18 December 1947.  It was not without caveats. In a press release, approved by the Chancellor, Harry Woodburn Chase, Pollock wrote: “I deplore the attitude of men who attack one democratic institution, the Congress of the United States, while they use to the utmost the shelter of another democratic institution, the American tradition of free speech”. But the presence of Lyman Bradley at NYU created a conundrum. He continued: “However, a teacher in the College who is in a similar position is being accorded full academic freedom”. Given this, the fact that “Mr Fast and his fellows” on the JAFRC were still “at large” pending final legal adjudication, and that the request emanated from “an officially recognized group of students”, Pollock would give his approval “for this one meeting”.​[34]​ An ex-GI and Washington Square College alumnus (1935), “who read and enjoyed Howard Fast’s patriotic stories in the U.S. Army’s overseas editions”, warmly congratulated Pollock, as did innumerable other letter writers.​[35]​ But as a Mrs Hope Marks commented, “It must be a sign of the times that so ordinary a gesture becomes almost an act of heroism”.​[36]​

The meeting was a triumph for Fast. An estimated 1300 students and faculty attempted to crowd into the 450-seat auditorium in the School of Education; the overflow was so great that he was obliged to repeat his talk. In both sessions, Fast congratulated the NYU administration for its “splendid and unique attitude” and Dean Pollock in particular, who had “struck a blow for educational freedom”. In contrast, the actions of the other four colleges was “an endorsement of the black ignorance of fascism” and an extension of the “Un-American principle”.​[37]​ Both meetings passed resolutions defending academic freedom and condemning HUAC. But this did not signal a mood of growing tolerance. Fast’s visit to NYU also aroused intense opposition. For instance, a “shocked and disgusted” A.J. Thompson recommended that the auditorium be “fumigated” after Fast had finished his “Hate America speech”.​[38]​ Consistent with Pollock’s approval for the one meeting only, NYU banned Fast from speaking at future meetings in any university building. In late 1950 his prison term made him “undesirable” as a speaker to NYU student groups; at Columbia, although no longer “under sentence”, the reasoning had become more convoluted and implausible: the university would “decline to make its facilities available to any person whose record creates honest doubt that his presence would contribute to an objective examination of issues of public importance”.​[39]​ Columbia’s Provost, Alfred C. Jacobs, had been grossly disingenuous. 

Fast, of course, was not completely silenced. But the range of organizations whom he addressed, which were not connected to the CP, was steadily narrowing.  One was the American Library Association.  He was the keynote speaker at its 67th national convention held in Atlantic City in June 1948. Approximately 400 librarians heard Fast reveal that, in contrast to his previous novels that were published in editions of many thousands of copies, 

the publishers of Clarkton, his latest novel, have responded to pressure and printed so few copies of the book that orders cannot be filled, an illustration of the devious methods of the censor.​[40]​

The publisher, Duell, Sloan & Pearce, which had stood by Fast in his battle with the Board of Education, printed only 5000 copies of Clarkton. (In 1946 it printed 100,000 copies of Fast’s The American.) This may have been, as surmised by Barnard Rubin in his “Broadway Beat”, that Duell, Sloan & Pearce “presumed a concentrated effort to boycott it”.​[41]​ Clarkton, which concerned a Massachusetts strike, was explicitly political. Whether the publisher’s considerations were political or economic, the result was that booksellers were not supplied by wholesalers, publicity and promotion were negligible, and interested buyers could not find it. This development, whereby publishers, past and prospective, were infected by the Cold War climate, meant that Fast struggled to be read. It was not only school children but the wider reading public whose access to Fast’s novels dried up. This was blacklisting of a different kind. One did not lose one’s job but, for a writer, it was equally lethal. But it involved more than small print runs. In 1951, commercial publishing houses were unwilling to even publish Spartacus, and this had significant repercussions on Fast’s life. 

A different contour: Publishers and the blacklist  
Howard Fast first contemplated Spartacus whilst incarcerated, from 7 June to 29 August 1950. The genesis was a book he found in the Mill Point prison library about the German revolution of 1918-19 in which Rosa Luxemburg, who formed the Spartacists, played a leading role. This revolutionary group, the forerunner of the German Communist Party, was named after Spartacus, who led the Athenian slave revolt in 71-74BC, and “I read every scrap and thread of information about Spartacus that I could find in that small prison library”.​[42]​  In prison, too, “I developed [the book] in my mind and gave it structure”.​[43]​ Fast completed the manuscript of Spartacus in the first half of 1951. It was perhaps his best-constructed work and Fast was highly satisfied with it.​[44]​ So was Angus Cameron, the editor-in-chief and vice-president of Little, Brown since 1943 and Fast’s publisher since 1948.​[45]​ In his in-house reader’s report, dated 27 June 1951, he wrote that “It is endlessly engaging, most ingeniously put together, and, all in all, an entertaining and meaningful novel…It is a novel we can publish with pride…This is a fine novel”. Cameron sent Fast this report accompanied by a personal congratulatory letter, adding that the trade editorial report “tells briefly what I think of the book. It does not attempt to say all the things I feel about it and it does not do justice, really, to my admiration for the skillful technique of the telling. It shows the sure hand of a real artist…[which] never falters.”​[46]​ Ominously, a copy of both the Little, Brown report and Cameron’s personal letter (each with official Little, Brown letterhead) was forwarded to the FBI.​[47]​ This may have been sent by “Confidential Informant T-50”, the secretary of one of Little, Brown’s editors; see below. The story of what happened next leads us to another, barely visible feature on the landscape of McCarthyism: publishers and the blacklist. 

Angus Cameron, who soon accompanied Fast on the blacklist, joined Little, Brown in 1938 and became its editor-in-chief in 1943. He had a reputation for nurturing unknown writers such as J.D. Salinger (he published Catcher in the Rye in 1951), promoting iconoclastic poets such as Ogden Nash, and communist writers such as Lillian Hellman, Stefan Heym and Albert Maltz (one of the Hollywood Ten). In 1951 Time magazine described him as the “foremost” book editor in the United States. But that same issue also announced his forced resignation from Little, Brown.​[48]​ The trigger, as we shall see, was the internal wrangle over the publication of Spartacus, but the issue went deeper, and takes us into the murky minutiae of the anti-communist crusade in the early 1950s.

Cameron first came to the notice of red-baiters when he was being attacked in 1947 by Arthur Schlesinger Jr. for Little, Brown’s refusal (along with numerous other publishers) to publish George Orwell’s Animal Farm. Schlesinger continued to campaign against Cameron, writing to the president of Little, Brown (until 1949 Alfred McIntyre, then Arthur Thornhill) and going public with Cameron’s sponsorship of organizations close to the Communist Party.​[49]​ Cameron was not a Party member but was on friendly terms with many communist writers, such as Fast, Albert Kahn and Albert Maltz. He described himself in one interview as a “philosophical Marxist”.​[50]​ Schlesinger’s attacks were picked up and developed by the American Legion, George Sokolsky in the New York World-Telegram and, most extensively and damagingly, by Counterattack. Published weekly by American Business Consultants, Inc., Counterattack was emblematic of virulent domestic anti-communism and liberally quoted in Scripps-Howard newspapers, such as the New York World-Telegram.​[51]​ Its six-page 31 August 1951 issue was devoted solely to Little, Brown and to Angus Cameron. It not only provided an annotated list of communist “agents and their fellow-travelers and front supporters” whose books have been or will be published by Little, Brown (Fast, of course, was on this three-page list), but also itemized Cameron’s “impressive front record”: petitions he signed, meetings he supported, organizations he joined.​[52]​ It suggested that Little, Brown was, in effect, a front organization and Cameron was primarily responsible. Counterattack rhetorically asked: “how long will [Little, Brown] be able to continue publishing the works of so many Communists and front supporters without incurring bad publicity and suffering financially?”.​[53]​ According to Cameron, “my colleagues got panicky”.​[54]​ These colleagues would also have known that nine days earlier, on 22 August 1951, Louis Budenz, a former editor of the Daily Worker turned professional witness, had testified before a public session of the Senate Internal Security Subcommittee, that he knew Angus Cameron to be a member of the Communist Party.​[55]​ 

Two days after Counterattack appeared, Cameron called a full board meeting of Little, Brown to discuss Spartacus and confirm its earlier policy. In April the board of directors had resolved that the company would not be intimidated, would resist the Cold War climate and would continue to publish books irrespective of their politics. Now, in August, Spartacus was one of those books. But Cameron missed the scheduled Friday meeting: he had met an author in Maine, and due to bad weather the local airport was closed. The board lacked Cameron’s resolve, or integrity, and withered. It decided, in his absence, that he must in future submit to the board for approval all his outside political activities.​[56]​ Spartacus was not mentioned. The executive vice-president, Sidney Salmen, drafted a letter that was delivered the next day, Saturday. On the Monday, Cameron told the Little, Brown directors that “no free publishing house ought to require of its editor” such conditions, which he could not accept, and resigned. By 2pm he left his office, quietly but angrily, for the last time.​[57]​ The anti-communist crusaders had claimed another scalp. For the rest of the decade, he was blacklisted by the publishing industry.​[58]​ 

Spartacus also exited from Little, Brown quietly: Salmen had not favored publication because of the politics of its author and, with Cameron’s departure, Spartacus lost its key supporter and was dropped.​[59]​ This, then, was the context for Little, Brown not publishing Spartacus in 1951. The specific detail is given because, in his memoirs, Howard Fast tells the story quite differently. He maintains that the blacklisting of Spartacus was due to FBI intervention when, in fact, the blacklist in publishing operated in a more subtle way than this – less sinister, but more insidious.  


J. Edgar Hoover had sent his personal emissary, a federal agent, to Boston, where he met with the president of Little, Brown. He told him he was not to publish any more books by Howard Fast, that these were the express instructions of J. Edgar Hoover, and that if he continued to publish Howard Fast, action would be taken against his company.​[60]​ 

As Fast tells it, Angus Cameron told Little, Brown, now fearful of the FBI, that “either they publish Spartacus, or he would have to resign”. Because “they refused to undertake publication”, Cameron resigned.​[61]​ Cameron, who should know – he was there – disputed this version: his forced resignation was because of the “larger issue”; Fast’s book “had nothing to do with my leaving”.​[62]​ In neither of the interviews with Schrecker in 1976-77 did Cameron mention the FBI. Nor did Fast when discussing Little, Brown’s rejection of Spartacus in two other private interviews, in 1967 and 1973.​[63]​ A generous interpretation is that Fast conflated this episode with another. In early 1950, before Fast entered prison, Little, Brown had printed (but not published) Fast’s mystery novel Fallen Angel that he wrote in 1949 under a pseudonym, Walter Ericson (initially it was Simon Kent). Cameron approved publication and told his partners, who agreed to keep the fictitious name secret. According to Fast, as conveyed to him by Cameron, “One of them had a secretary who was privy to this. She called the FBI. The FBI sent an agent to Little, Brown”. The agent informed Little, Brown that it would be liable for conspiracy if it published the book without Fast’s name on it.  Allegedly, the directors were “frightened” by this, scrapped the dust jacket and printed a new one.​[64]​ Fallen Angel was therefore published under two names: Walter Ericson on the frontispiece, and Howard Fast on the dust jacket. It did not appear until 1952. Fast never used the pseudonym Walter Ericson again. Although the secretary, who called the FBI, would appear to be “Confidential Informant T-50”,​[65]​ there is, not surprisingly, no mention in Fast’s heavily redacted FBI file of the FBI pressuring Little, Brown in either 1950 or 1951.​[66]​
Wherever the truth lies, it is clear that the publishing world, which has been largely overlooked by historians of McCarthyism,​[67]​ certainly contributed to Fast’s increasing isolation from mainstream literati. Publishers’ quiescence was evidenced by their reluctance to touch Spartacus. After Little, Brown dropped it, Fast sent the manuscript of Spartacus to either five or seven publishers, whose editors he knew personally.​[68]​ Each, in turn, sent it back, either with no comment or euphemistic explanations for rejection (“with cost factors being what they are today…”​[69]​). Understandably, Fast was demoralized:

It has been a very dreary and unhappy experience…I have behind me seven best sellers and some 10 million books sold throughout these [sic] United States, and I did not feel that I could tolerate an endless succession of such experiences.​[70]​ 

One of those experiences was his communication with a small publisher who “must remain nameless” because of his and Fast’s close personal relationship. It also captures a less dramatic, usually unknown but profoundly debilitating dimension of the blacklist. 

This publisher, while never actually being in the left camp, has in the past published many novels of independence and radical content. He begged me not to submit my manuscript to him, and not put him in the terrible position of having to reject it out of fear. I abided by his wishes.​[71]​

“Rescued from oblivium”: Self-publishing and the Blue Heron experience
By the end of 1951, Fast was contemplating publishing Spartacus himself. At a small, private reception in the home of Haya Hamburg on 11 December, and attended by an FBI informant, Fast stated that he and another individual (whose name was noted in the FBI report but redacted in the FOIA copy) were considering establishing a publishing house but lacked the initial $50,000 capital. Instead, all those present at the reception “paid an advance of $5 for a copy of Spartacus which it was hoped would be privately published”.​[72]​ This, in fact, was how Spartacus was bankrolled. He described his modus operandi in a promotional piece for a leftwing paper:

I had no money with which to publish the book, but I had friends and I knew that over ten million people in America had read my books. I wrote to these friends. I asked them to buy in advance, sight unseen, a novel called Spartacus, which I would publish if and when enough of them sent me five dollars for a subscription to it. It was a strange offer on my part, and I got a strange response.​[73]​

That response was that the first, limited self-published edition was sold out. There were clearly limits to the hegemony of McCarthyism. A thick subterranean layer of leftwing opposition persisted. This made it possible, according to Fast, “for me to break through the curtain of silence that has been draped around my work”.​[74]​ One who responded at the outset was the noted scholar of Percy Bysshe Shelly, Kenneth Cameron; his accompanying note conveyed the despair in some literary circles: “I am happy to send $5.00 to rescue Spartacus from oblivium [sic]. It is certainly a hell of a commentary on the present situation in American culture when a world recognized author cannot find a publisher.”​[75]​ In contrast, the librarian at the University of Kentucky Library, to whom Fast sent a letter of solicitation, immediately contacted “My dear Mr. Hoover” with the more sinister comment that “Fast is probably trying to raise money for some other purpose”.​[76]​ A cheaper paperback edition went to the press in February 1952 and was also distributed, as a selection, through the pro-communist Liberty Book Club.​[77]​ The distribution methods were rudimentary. An advertising flyer soliciting orders stated: “Write to me at Box 171, Planetarium Station, New York 24, New York. Put $2.50 [a special, pre-publication offer to Compass readers] in cash, money order or check in an envelope, and I will send you the book before February 1. If the fifty cents in cash presents a problem, you can use stamps for that amount”.​[78]​ For a book that later sold millions and became a $9m Hollywood film, this does not seem an auspicious start. However, within three months an astonishing 48,000 copies were sold within the United States mainly through Fast’s own direct-mail method. Copies were also sold in Great Britain after it was published by Bodley Head and distributed by Central Books – a development that disturbed the FBI’s Legal Attaché at the US Embassy in London.​[79]​

It was this success, extremely rare for a self-published work, that encouraged Fast to form Blue Heron Press.​[80]​ He and his wife, Bette, poured all their available assets and savings into it.  For four years, until mid-1956, Blue Heron was the sole American publisher of all of Fast’s new works: Tony and the Wonderful Door (1952, a children’s book), The Passion of Sacco and Vanzetti (1953), Silas Timberman (1954) and The Story of Lola Gregg (1956). Although eulogized in the communist press for their “socialist realist” strengths, their sales were, by Spartacus standards, paltry. Blue Heron also republished both Fast’s earlier works (The Last Frontier, Citizen Tom Paine, Freedom Road​[81]​) and W.E.B. DuBois’ classic, out-of-print Souls of Black Folk​[82]​. It also published (with a foreword by Fast) The Best Untold: a book of paintings (1953) by the blacklisted artist Edward Biberman (brother of Herbert, one of the “Hollywood Ten”). 

Steadily, Blue Heron Press slid into insolvency. Fast was constantly concerned about the state of his finances. In a letter to his old friend, Angus Cameron, now overseeing the ailing Liberty Book Club, requesting immediate payment of an invoice for $27.59 to The Nation, he wrote:

I also want to tell you, Angus, that I have had to sell my entire stock of books, some 6 or 7,000 in number to the Remainder Book Company at a mere pittance to meet my obligations. This is the situation I was forced into by the failure to [sic] Liberty Book Club to meet their obligations. It also means the end of Blue Heron Press, for what that is worth, and puts me in a position where I shall have to borrow personally to get out of this.​[83]​

Cameron’s indignant response reveals, amongst other things, the strain on personal relationships as well as the difficulties, during this blacklisting era, for small, independent, left-leaning publishing outlets. Cameron had previously told Fast – before Fast penned his letter – that the financial situation at the Liberty Book Club was “serious”, that he had to “lend the Club $500 of my own personal money” to meet simply payroll obligations of staff, and that until he received payments for shipped books, the meeting of debts to authors would be delayed.​[84]​ He now explained that the Club was only five days overdue on the payment of its second instalment for sales of The Story of Lola Gregg. He continued: 

Surely, Howard, it is improper to say that our failure to pay you by five days has resulted in the liquidation of Blue Heron...when you intended to do some such all along…I am doing the best I can with the lack of funds available, and of course we will consider our debt to you among the first to be paid as soon as the money comes in from the current shipment. To tell you the truth I thought your telephone conversation the other day was a little rugged. I came away from it feeling something like an embezzler which, as you know, I am not.​[85]​

Although Fast never paid himself a wage from his firm – his family lived on the earnings he received from foreign book sales and royalties and his wife’s income from fashion designing – there were other writers and publishers far worse off. One was the blacklisted Albert Kahn (who later joined Angus Cameron in the short-lived Cameron & Kahn Publishers in August 1953); he was invited to a dinner function in 1952 with Howard Fast. “I wish I could attend”, he wrote, “but I happen to be in rather difficult financial straights at the moment, living on borrowed dough”.​[86]​ Indeed, the financial hardship of those blacklisted is an easily overlooked reality.  

The days of Blue Heron were numbered. In September 1955, he wrote to Albert Maltz in Cuernavaca, Mexico: “My own little struggle with Blue Heron Press is just about over. I have laid out so much money for the project in the course of it, that I cannot possibly go on as a publishing house”. ​[87]​ Elsewhere, he commented that the venture “almost bankrupted me. Cost me about $20,000. Plus leaving me very poor”.​[88]​ When he wrote to Gertrude Heym (wife of East German writer Stefan), his tone became self-pitying: “My own pathetic attempts with the Blue Heron Press has left me triumphantly poor and minus some 26 or 27,000 dollars…Liberty Book Club is the only thing we have managed to keep going…”​[89]​ Yet self-publishing provided one level of protection against the blacklist and, in this context, he claimed a pyrrhic victory over the FBI. Because J. Edgar Hoover could send “none of his agents to knock on my door and instruct me not to publish books by Howard Fast…I had beaten the little bastard, and whatever it cost, it was my small victory”.​[90]​ Blue Heron limped on until 4 June 1956, when Fast immediately dropped it on the same day he read the text of Khrushchev’s “secret” speech.​[91]​ 

Boycotts and pseudonyms
Financial difficulties, the almost total absence of retail outlets, and deteriorating health​[92]​ were compounded by denial of recognition: his books were no longer reviewed. For Fast and, indeed most authors, critical reviews were as important, intellectually, as oxygen was, physically, to treat his devastating cluster headaches. Fast’s historical novel on a phase of the American Revolution, The Proud and the Free, published by Little, Brown in 1950, received only one (hostile) review, in the New York Post.​[93]​ In the summer of 1951-52 the self-published Spartacus was similarly ignored; even the FBI, whose Agent Suttler had written a detailed six-page review of Clarkton in 1947, did not repeat the courtesy.​[94]​ The silence that greeted Spartacus prompted Maltz, another blacklisted author, to comment:

…any book by a man of your body of work has always gotten reviews everywhere, in every journal and paper. The extent of the boycott upon you is therefore savage and sweeping. I don’t think it will soon mend.​[95]​  

Later, Maltz wrote that, as a writer, Fast was being “boxed in by reactionary publishers and critics, and shut up in a very small world of readers in the U.S.”.​[96]​ He recommended that Fast consider using a pseudonym to circumvent this blacklist. “It would be a retreat, of course”, but “the real defeat is not to write under a pseudonym but to allow the bastards to prevent one from publishing or to prevent one from being read”.​[97]​ Maltz had thought it through and even recommended a particular procedure for Fast to follow:

…you present  a book for publication here under a pseudonym with a new agent, etc. After the book appears in the United States, you can then allow all of your foreign publishers to issue the same book under the same title under the name of Howard Fast. This will give the book time to make its way in the United States, but the political point involved will be very clear. The next book thereafter (if we can look so far ahead) you could duplicate this procedure, using still a different pseudonym in the United States and issuing it under your own name abroad.​[98]​

There followed a spirited series of letters about the merits and drawbacks of writing under a pseudonym. Because of his twelve months in jail and the war in Korea, which “has six fold sharpened everything”, Maltz was intending to do so.​[99]​ Already he had used a “front”, Michael Blankfort, who was publicly credited with, and accepted the Writers’ Guild of America Award for, Maltz’s Academy Award nominated screenplay, Broken Arrow, in 1950.  Now, in May 1951, a boycott “upon me would not necessarily be as savage as upon you [Fast], but it would be complete enough”.​[100]​ For philosophical reasons and, perhaps, because of his Walter Ericson experience, outlined earlier, Fast disagreed. Besides, with Blue Heron, his books could be published (although Maltz believed “you do not help other novelists by publishing your own books strictly by yourself”​[101]​) – just not reviewed or read.  This problem deepened with his next three novels: The Passion of Sacco and Vanzetti, Silas Timberman and The Story of Lola Gregg were almost universally ignored within the United States. The communist press, of course, especially the Daily Worker and Masses & Mainstream, carried reviews,​[102]​ but Fast was scarcely heartened by this. He caustically referred to the “superficial reviews of my work that come out of the left”, and believed that “book reviewing on the left is usually infantile”, followed an “idiotic pattern” and was determined by “the current political nonsense of the moment”.​[103]​

At least Fast was being read, and reviewed, overseas. In 1953, the editor of Masses & Mainstream, Sam Sillen, observed Fast’s books being prominently displayed in the bookshops of three European capitals: London, Paris and Prague.​[104]​ Fast was lionized in the Soviet Union and the satellite countries of Eastern Europe, where translated copies sold in their millions; he “became the representative contemporary American writer in the Soviet Union”.​[105]​ According to one American academic who visited the Soviet Union in 1956, “the name of Howard Fast was on the lips of nearly everyone [I] talked with”, and noted that his works were “required reading in universities and schools throughout the country”.​[106]​ His books were also on the shelves of innumerable United States Information Service (USIS) and American embassy and consulate libraries around the world, and readings from his historical novels were regularly broadcast via the Voice of America (VOA). All this stopped in 1953. And here we come to the final manifestation of the “geography of the blacklist”: the consequences of Fast’s encounter with the Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations of the Committee on Government Operations, simply known then, due to the identity of its chair, as the “McCarthy Committee”. In February-March 1953, this subcommittee trained its sights on State Department agencies, the VOA and its parent body, the International Information Administration (IIA). 

Book-burning, round 2
Senator McCarthy had already been supplied with “inside” information about alleged communist subversion by “Loyalty Underground”, a small cell of anti-communist employees within VOA.​[107]​ Some had testified during closed executive sessions throughout the second week of February. Under the by-line “Pro-Americans Spy on Schemers”, a journalist – to whom McCarthy undoubtedly fed information – breathlessly reported that they revealed “amazing evidence of a conspiracy to subvert American policy in propaganda broadcasts abroad” and provided “documentary proof [of] deliberate sabotage of American objectives in foreign propaganda”.​[108]​ McCarthy also knew that the IIA (established January 1948) was staffed with several employees of the Office of War Information (closed August 1945), an agency with a reputation for employing writers with communist sympathies, including Howard Fast.​[109]​ Here was an opportunity for McCarthy to vindicate his initial charges made three years before in Wheeling that the State Department was infested with communists and debunk the Tydings Committee report that those charges were fraudulent. On 3 February 1953, just two weeks before the public hearings commenced, VOA policy writer, W. Bradley Connors, issued a directive approving the use of material by Howard Fast in Voice broadcasts and the circulation of his novels at USIS libraries. The underlying logic was that his pro-American novels would have “a special credibility” to audiences behind the Iron Curtain, given the Soviets’ endorsement of his writings.​[110]​ Ominously, McCarthy acquired Connors’ memorandum from an unnamed source, probably a “Loyalty Underground” member. This directive had first been approved by an advisory committee of academics, publishers and a Truman administration appointee.​[111]​ 

All this was grist to McCarthy’s mill. In his interrogation of the IIA director, Dr Wilson Compton, he alleged that the Voice of America had become the “Voice of Moscow” and that overseas libraries had become instruments of communist propaganda.​[112]​ The grilling shook Compton, a former president of Washington State College (1944-51) and Acheson appointee. Two days later, the Secretary of State, John Foster Dulles, accepted his resignation. On that day, 18 February, Howard Fast appeared before the subcommittee.​[113]​ It was the only time that the noted communist author and the chief communist hunter were in direct contact, and conflict. It was a dramatic moment.  A battery of television and newsreel cameras were present as was a packed audience that overflowed from the Federal Court House in New York’s Foley Square. McCarthy and his chief counsel, Roy Cohn, asked Fast in rapid-fire succession about his communist affiliations, his knowledge of communists past and present at the OWI, the VOA and the State Department. To all these questions, Fast repeatedly invoked the First and Fifth Amendments. When Fast sought to explain more fully the privileges he was claiming in refusing to answer the questions, McCarthy cut him off with “The committee will not receive a lecture from this witness”. Even when Senator Symington (Missouri) taunted him with, “If you are a member [of the Communist Party], why aren’t you proud of it instead of being ashamed of it?”, Fast again took the Fifth after conferring with his lawyer, Benedict Wolf. 

The exchanges between Fast and McCarthy were heated and belligerent.​[114]​ The gavel was frequently pounded. When Fast insisted on explaining why he would not give yes-no answers, McCarthy retorted that he would not allow the Committee to “become a transmission belt for the Communist party”. Fast was questioned in detail about his time with the OWI: his earnings, whether he had signed a non-communist affidavit, the reasons why his employment with the OWI ceased. It seems that these questions were intended to entrap Fast into making perjurious statements. There was nothing duplicitous, however, about the series of questions from Senator Charles E. Potter, whose “ire” (according to a reporter present) Fast aroused. He asked Fast whether, if drafted, he would serve in the American Army to fight communism in Korea. Fast “shouted”, reportedly, that he had spent his whole life giving service to his country. When Fast fell short of answering whether or not he would fight communists and was ordered to do so by McCarthy, the conversation continued:

Mr. Fast.  Why don’t you ask me what you mean, would I….
Senator Potter.  Why are you so nervous when we say fighting Communists?
Mr. Fast.  I am not nervous; angry but very calm. Don’t tell me I am nervous.
Senator Potter.  If drafted would you fight Communists in Korea?​[115]​

After a tense hour in the witness stand, the inquisition was over. Fast was still under subpoena, but his testimony could not be cited as contemptuous and the FBI, closely involved with this investigation, had nothing to act on.​[116]​ A second jail term was avoided. But the “book burners” were not yet finished with Fast.  As a result of the committee’s investigation, and following the appointment of Robert Johnson as IIA director on 3 March, the terse 18 February directive from the State Department  – “no repeat no materials by any communists, fellow travelers, etcetera will be issued under any circumstances by any IIA media”​[117]​ – was followed by another, on 17 March. Now, all works by communist authors were to be weeded out and destroyed. The library shelves of all American embassies and USIS offices were combed and offending books removed. It was no small undertaking. In West Germany, for instance, there were over forty Amerika Haus libraries under USIS jurisdiction. Fortunately McCarthy’s two travelling investigators, Roy Cohn and Gerald Schine, were on hand to check shelves in the summer of 1953.​[118]​  Officially, sixteen authors were blacklisted, and the historical novels of Howard Fast were joined by the detective novels of Dashiell Hammett. Also proscribed were Bernhard J. Stern’s medical books and Morris Schappes’ documentary history of American Jews.​[119]​  Unofficially, according to a survey undertaken by New York Times correspondents in twenty world capitals, scores of other authors’ works were removed arbitrarily by USIS library heads on their own initiative. These included Witness, by Whittaker Chambers, and Thunder Out of China, by Bert Andrews.​[120]​ Presumably, in their haste, these USIS officials had not realised that both authors were anti-communist and critical to the successful conviction of Alger Hiss on the charge of perjury.​[121]​ And presumably, too, they had not yet taken to heart Eisenhower’s “book-burners” speech at Dartmouth College on 14 June.​[122]​

By mid 1953, therefore, neither a US serviceman stationed in West Berlin nor a high school student in the Bronx could read Citizen Tom Paine. But American prisoners of war in Korea could. According to Colonel Robert Abbott, “a victim of communist torture in Korea”, captured American soldiers were fed a literary diet of Howard Fast novels. Abbott stated that Fast “is a very vicious writer and should be stopped from publishing”.​[123]​ Abbott need not have worried. As we have seen, by the time the FBI received his report, the circumstances of the domestic Cold War had contrived to inhibit publishers, silence reviewers and stifle access to Fast’s books. For several years now, “I was no longer the young genius of American literature. The day of the glowing reviews was over”.​[124]​ He had, to use his own description, “taken the wrath of this last decade…”.​[125]​ But what of Fast himself? What were the effects of this “wrath”, of this landscape of the blacklist, on his political activities, the quality of his writing, the nature of his relationship with the Communist Party, and on his personal life?  

Consequences
From a certain perspective, there were some positive effects.  Before 1949-50, Fast was a regular commentator and writer for the mainstream media. Being blacklisted out of the commercial press, out of magazines, and off the radio meant he had more time on his hands. In the 1940s, he wrote short stories and articles for a wide range of magazines (Collier’s, Coronet, Esquire, Jewish Life, Saturday Review, Woman’s Day) and gave a regular radio commentary.​[126]​ These opportunities dried up.​[127]​ He also had more “free” time because he could not travel. In September 1950 the State Department put Fast on a different kind of blacklist: it repeatedly denied his application for a passport.​[128]​ This meant he could not travel to the second World Peace Congress in Sheffield (relocated to Warsaw) in November 1950, to which he was invited by the organizers; ​[129]​ to the “world premiere” of his play, Thirty Pieces of Silver, in Prague, in March 1951;​[130]​ to the Youth Carnival for Peace and Friendship in Sydney, Australia, in March 1952, at which he was to be the guest speaker; or to Moscow to collect the $25,000 International Stalin Peace Prize, which he was awarded in December 1953.​[131]​ So what did Fast do with this “extra” time? He immersed himself in mainstream politics. Quixotically, he ran for Congress under the American Labor Party banner.​[132]​ The seat, for the 23rd Congressional District in the South Bronx, was held by Democrat Isidore Dollinger, and Fast (and his wife) believed he had a good chance.​[133]​ With a small band of dedicated supporters under the nomenclature, “Independent Citizens Committee to Elect Howard Fast”, he campaigned tirelessly and – seemingly – effectively. Indicative of his efforts is the thick folder of twelve transcripts of radio talks and interviews over station WMCA. For three nights every week from 13 October until 3 November, Fast was on the air.​[134]​ The issues discussed ranged from the war in Korea and the independence of Puerto Rico to the wage freeze and conditions in local schools and hospitals. And this was the tip of the campaigning iceberg.​[135]​ It was exhausting and exhilarating.​[136]​ But it was doomed: he won fewer than 2000 votes; Dollinger won more than 40,000.

Being blacklisted afforded the “space” to mount a campaign to win a congressional seat, but it meant that, to use his own description, he was “neck-deep in politics”.​[137]​ This immersion extended, of course, to the Communist Party, which, he said, was “the anchor in my life”.​[138]​ It is beyond the scope of this paper to even list for a three-year period (1953 to 55) the astonishing number of meetings he addressed, rallies he attended, lecture series he gave, the campaigns he waged (for Steve Nelson, Ethel and Julius Rosenberg, and the “Martinsville Seven”), or the organizations he defended (Civil Rights Congress, Jefferson School of Social Science National Lawyers’ Guild,) and represented (National Council of the Arts, Sciences and Professions, Joint Anti-Fascist Refugee Committee, Partisans for Peace).​[139]​ This daunting amount of political activity was in addition to the barrage of columns, articles and pamphlets he wrote for the communist press; by 1956, for example, he was writing a new article every four days for the Daily Worker under his by-line, “The Current Scene”. His close friend, Albert Maltz, was in awe: “You constantly astonish me with your enormous productivity, and…I envy and salute your prodigious output in all directions…I don’t have your gift of combining solid writing work with so many other activities”.​[140]​ In contrast, Maltz wrote, “I squeeze a couple of hours [to write], but it’s a battle”.​[141]​

However, a casualty was Fast’s “solid writing work”. As the domestic Cold War became more intense, as his political commitments became greater, and as the effects of the blacklist became more circumscribing, the literary quality of Fast’s writing diminished. It became more polemical and accelerated his isolation from wider audiences. Perhaps the most extreme example was not a novel but Fast’s only attempt at (vulgar) Marxist literary criticism, Literature and Reality. It was an indictment of almost all major American novelists, poet and critics, and condemned modern American literature as sterile, reactionary and degenerate in contrast to the creative and vital Soviet writers. He referred variously to “belly-crawlers” and “hatchet-men”; “literature as “garbage” and “filth”; and an award given to Ezra Pound as “overloaded with pus”. John Steinbeck “reeks” with “cheap, phony sentimentalism”, while George Orwell was a “crass” and “inept” propagandist, responsible for “childish and wicked little opium dreams” that reflected the interests of Wall Street.​[142]​ The book was canonized in the Soviet Union. It was translated, quoted and paraphrased. Hailed as “a major event in the history of American literature”, Soviet reviewers claimed Fast had now “defined a path for socialist realism in America”.​[143]​ At home, it was ignored or excoriated.​[144]​ To a lesser degree the same applied to his Blue Heron books: The Passion of Sacco and Vanzetti, with its overly-didactic thematic similarities to the Rosenberg case; Silas Timberman, a somewhat one-dimensional tale about a liberal university professor driven from his job and sent to jail (as occurred with his prison cellmate, NYU’s Lyman Bradley)​[145]​; The Last Supper and Other Stories, a book of sixteen short stories; and Fast’s last novel as a member of the CP, The Story of Lola Gregg, a tendentious tale about the wife of a prominent communist being hunted by the FBI (based on CP leader Robert Thompson’s actual experience). These novels were the most doctrinaire and propagandist novels Fast ever wrote.​[146]​ Fast attributed this to self-publishing: “when I had to publish my own books, I lost my distance, I lost my cool…I was not objective”.​[147]​ The absence of an editor, a product of the blacklist, would certainly have contributed, but so, too, arguably, was Fast’s vain quest to reconcile art with ideology through the application of “socialist realism”. In these dark years, and consistent with Literature and Reality, he held that literature must take sides, must align itself with anti-fascist forces and must repudiate “bourgeois realism”, which idealized form over content.​[148]​ 

Notwithstanding his commitment to socialist realism, his indefatigable political activism for the communist cause, and his canonical status in the Soviet Union (Silas Timberman was compared to Maxim Gorky’s Mother​[149]​), relations between Howard Fast and the CP became increasingly strained. It is, of course, impossible to disentangle the effects of the blacklist from other factors. Besides, nothing was publically apparent until Fast’s seemingly sudden and dramatic break from the Party in 1956 (the subject of a separate paper). But there is strong circumstantial evidence of the tension and the art-ideology divide, dating back to 1948. The party leadership, according to Fast, “wanted to expel me” because of the “Jewish nationalist point of view” in his Glorious Brothers. Only the intervention of others saved him.​[150]​ His expulsion was “an unfulfilled dream of certain Party leadership [sic]”.​[151]​ He clashed with the Party – in particular with one leader, V.J. Jerome, editor of Political Affairs and chairman of the Party’s Cultural Commission– over his 1950 play The Hammer. Communist leaders insisted, in keeping with its anti-Jim Crow casting policy, that the son of a small, slender, pale, orange-headed Jewish father be played by a six foot two inch, deep-voiced African-American actor, James Earl Jones. Fast was outraged, but lost. The mostly Yiddish-speaking audience laughed.​[152]​ Bette had no illusions. When he told her of the busy schedule the CP planned for him upon his release from jail, she replied: “what the hell is this overwhelming urge [by the Party] to start tearing you to pieces again?”​[153]​ By late 1952 – although this may be infused with retrospectivity – Fast felt trapped: “I hated the Communist Party…remaining in it only because I was a goddam hero and there was nowhere else to go…”​[154]​ Finally, a “high placed informant with maximum security” had two private conversations with William Weiner, a financial director of the Communist Party, at the latter’s hospital bedside in May 1953. According to this FBI informant (with whom “special care must be exercised” to prevent her/his identification), Weiner stated that 

FAST’s recent writings, particularly “Spartacus” have not been up to standards set by the Party and for that reason he is not considered a good Party writer. WEINER said there is no doubt about this loyalty to the Party but he has no grasp of “Marxism” and is too much of an individualist in his writings.​[155]​ 

Inasmuch as Fast was aware that, unlike Nikolai Bukharin, he was not the Party’s  “favorite son”, his complete rupture from the Party in 1956 was not altogether surprising.​[156]​ 

These strains imposed additional burdens upon Fast’s health. Once again, we cannot be certain whether his imprisonment and the blacklisting period triggered, exacerbated, caused or were irrelevant to his emotional or physical condition.  Although his bond with Bette was strengthened during his confinement at Mill Point – “Why is it, Bette, that we seem to find each other only when the going is tough?”​[157]​ – we do know his cluster headaches, already mentioned, commenced then. Five years later, Albert Maltz heard they were so bad that “you had to carry oxygen [for the headaches] in your car”.​[158]​ In 1954, Albert’s wife, Margaret, told an FBI informant that Fast “needs rest” and was “recuperating” in Cuernavaca, Mexico. The Maltzs, still in exile, lived in Cuernavaca, a small resort town about 65 miles south of Mexico City. In July, Dr Ernesto Amann, a political exile from the Spanish civil war, was seeing Fast “nearly every day” allegedly for a “nervous disorder”.​[159]​ Amann stated (to an informant) that Fast and his family had “no intention of returning to the U.S.” and may (like numerous blacklisted American communists from California) establish “permanent residence” in Mexico.​[160]​ 

The Fast family did, of course, return to the United States, but not to NYC. They settled quietly into the suburbs, in Teaneck, New Jersey. Fast withdrew from the frenetic political activity of earlier years but joined the Daily Worker as a permanent staff member and wrote a regular column that was, as Maltz commented, “easily readable, thoughtful and thought-provoking”.​[161]​ But his “solid writing work”, his creative extended fiction, dried up. He blamed it on the blacklist, which meant “I was crippled in my function as a writer”.​[162]​ Then, on 4 June 1956, in the offices of the Daily Worker, Fast read the full text of Khrushchev’s “secret speech”, previously delivered at the closed session of the 20th Congress of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union.​[163]​ Fast embodied what occurred within the Party: “all the accumulated frustrations, discontents, doubts, grievances…erupted with an elemental force”.​[164]​ More personally, “the edifice that I had become a part of thirteen years earlier came crumbling down in ashes – ashes of grief, horror and helplessness”.​[165]​ The next day, the paper printed a condensed version of the speech and a long editorial on “the shattering revelations”.​[166]​ A week later Fast wrote his final column. Its concluding words were highly personal. Referring to his blind faith in the Soviet Union, he wrote: “Never again will I remain silent when I can recognize injustice …Never again will I fail to question, to demand proof. Never again will I accept the ‘clever’ rationale…And with this said, I feel better – better than I have felt in a long time”.​[167]​ This was the first time he had ever been critical, in print, of Soviet society. And the effect was cathartic. From that point on, he was no longer, in effect, a member of the Communist Party. The FBI knew of Fast’s resignation as early as 17 July 1956, thanks to “highly confidential” information given by “a very valuable source”.​[168]​ However, it was not until the front page of the New York Times on 1 February 1957 proclaimed “Reds Renounced by Howard Fast” that most learnt of his decision eight months earlier. He was now an apostate, and CP leaders “leaped on him like a pack of wolves” and commenced their “particular brand of character assassination”.​[169]​ 
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